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In Hanna’s flower paintin & play with patterns you learn
a variety of techniques to capture each flower’s unique beauty
and how to combine flowers and leaves into patterns, colour
combinations and mandalas.
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hat the interest in flower patterns was so great was beyond what
Hanna Wendelbo could imagine when a few years ago she posted her
first flower mandala on Instagram. In her book she now finally shares
of her years of creative experience and pattern design using techniques such as
watercolour, ink, felt-tip and gouache. In Hanna’s flower paintin & play with
patterns you learn a variety of techniques to capture the unique beauty of each
flower and how to bind flowers and leaves into patterns, colour combinations
and mandalas. Of the patterns you create you can for example make your own
collection of letter-writing paper, cards, envelopes and wrapping paper, or your
own unique wallpaper. And no expensive materials are necessary, says Hanna,
the key to beautiful patterns is not to be found in using exclusive sable-bristle
paint brushes, but rather in playfulness and creativity.
Hanna herself lives and breathes patterns, in her garden the whole year through
she finds inspiration for patterns, and several of the wallpaper patterns she
has created for leading manufacturers such as Sandbergs and Borås Tapeter are
already modern classics.
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